


A. “what a waste of my tax money”, I thought, 

walking past the people having free Californian pass.

B. “speak to her” he said, “she is into books”.

C. The friend who had brought me there noticed my 

noticing her.

D. In late 2003, I was still paying taxes in America, 

so it horrified me that the U.S. consulate was hosting 

a “Gallo Drinking Appreciation Event” out of that.

E. Behind them, a pianist was playing old film tunes, 

and a slim short woman was dancing around him.

1. Which of the following is the 2nd

sentence after rearrangement?

1. B   

2.  D

3.  C

4.  A

5.  E 



A. “what a waste of my tax money” I thought, 

walking past the people having free Californian pass.

B. “speak to her” he said, “she is into books”.

C. The friend who had brought me there noticed my 

noticing her.

D. In late 2003, I was still paying taxes in America, 

so it horrified me that the U.S. consulate was hosting 

a “Gallo Drinking Appreciation Event” out of that.

E. Behind them, a pianist was playing old film tunes, 

and a slim short woman was dancing around him.

2. Which of the following is the 

LAST sentence after 

rearrangement? 1. B

2. D

3. C

4. A

5. E 



The world is going -----3 a deep recession. At such a 

time, one thing we need in abundance is jobs for the 

semi skilled and unskilled. This is the only way in 

which equal -----4 of wealth can take place. The 

Healthcare Industry is -----5 poised to occupy this 

position. The IT industry hires people from the upper 

middle strata and rich families, usually engineers, ----

-6 the Healthcare industry hires nurses, to the tune of 

80% of the jobs created, from the lower economy 

strata. Global healthcare is a dollar 4.5 trillion 

industry, -----7 only to the agro industry. 

3.  A) against

B) across

C) with

D) into

E) to



The world is going -----3 a deep recession. At such a 

time, one thing we need in abundance is jobs for the 

semi skilled and unskilled. This is the only way in 

which equal -----4 of wealth can take place. The 

Healthcare Industry is -----5 poised to occupy this 

position. The IT industry hires people from the upper 

middle strata and rich families, usually engineers, ----

-6 the Healthcare industry hires nurses, to the tune of 

80% of the jobs created, from the lower economy 

strata. Global healthcare is a dollar 4.5 trillion 

industry, -----7 only to the agro industry. 

4.  A) share

B) participate

C) division

D) distribution

E) opportunities



The world is going -----3 a deep recession. At such a 

time, one thing we need in abundance is jobs for the 

semi skilled and unskilled. This is the only way in 

which equal -----4 of wealth can take place. The 

Healthcare Industry is -----5 poised to occupy this 

position. The IT industry hires people from the upper 

middle strata and rich families, usually engineers, ----

-6 the Healthcare industry hires nurses, to the tune of 

80% of the jobs created, from the lower economy 

strata. Global healthcare is a dollar 4.5 trillion 

industry, -----7 only to the agro industry. 

5. A) virtual

B) equally

C) not

D) rightly  

E) just



The world is going -----3 a deep recession. At such a 

time, one thing we need in abundance is jobs for the 

semi skilled and unskilled. This is the only way in 

which equal -----4 of wealth can take place. The 

Healthcare Industry is -----5 poised to occupy this 

position. The IT industry hires people from the upper 

middle strata and rich families, usually engineers, ----

-6 the Healthcare industry hires nurses, to the tune of 

80% of the jobs created, from the lower economy 

strata. Global healthcare is a dollar 4.5 trillion 

industry, -----7 only to the agro industry. 

6. A) whereas   

B) unlike

C) besides

D) though

E) despite



The Healthcare Industry is -----5 poised to occupy 

this position. The IT industry hires people from 

the upper middle strata and rich families, usually 

engineers, -----6 the Healthcare industry hires 

nurses, to the tune of 80% of the jobs created, 

from the lower economy strata. Global healthcare 

is a dollar 4.5 trillion industry, -----7 only to the 

agro industry. 

7. A) encouraging

B) second

C) lesser

D) opposite

E) greater



Even then healthcare -----8 only 8% of world’s 

population. Policy makers should -----9 at 

healthcare industry as not only an industry which 

addresses pain but also as one which can -----10 

the economy. The last century was driven by 

machines that addressed human toil and it is 

strongly -----11 that this century will be driven by 

healthcare. This, however, will only happen if 

policymakers make a conscious effort to -----12 the 

right policies in place soon.  Hundreds 

8. A) affords

B) cures

C) visits      

D) reaches

E) provides



Even then healthcare -----8only 8% of world’s 

population. Policy makers should -----9 at 

healthcare industry as not only an industry which 

addresses pain but also as one which can -----10 

the economy. The last century was driven by 

machines that addressed human toil and it is 

strongly -----11 that this century will be driven by 

healthcare. This, however, will only happen if 

policymakers make a conscious effort to -----12 the 

right policies in place soon.  Hundreds 

9. A) look

B) plan 

C) weigh

D) admire

E) consider



Even then healthcare -----8 only 8% of world’s 

population. Policy makers should -----9 at 

healthcare industry as not only an industry which 

addresses pain but also as one which can -----10 

the economy. The last century was driven by 

machines that addressed human toil and it is 

strongly -----11 that this century will be driven by 

healthcare. This, however, will only happen if 

policymakers make a conscious effort to -----12 the 

right policies in place soon.  Hundreds 

10. A) persuade

B) ascertain

C) influence

D) impede

E) estimate



Even then healthcare -----8 only 8% of world’s 

population. Policy makers should -----9 at 

healthcare industry as not only an industry which 

addresses pain but also as one which can -----10 

the economy. The last century was driven by 

machines that addressed human toil and it is 

strongly -----11 that this century will be driven by 

healthcare. This, however, will only happen if 

policymakers make a conscious effort to -----12 the 

right policies in place soon.  Hundreds 

11. A) thought

B) credited

C) identified

D) believed

E) supposed



Even then healthcare -----8 only 8% of world’s 

population. Policy makers should -----9 at 

healthcare industry as not only an industry which 

addresses pain but also as one which can -----10 

the economy. The last century was driven by 

machines that addressed human toil and it is 

strongly -----11 that this century will be driven by 

healthcare. This, however, will only happen if 

policymakers make a conscious effort to -----12 the 

right policies in place soon.  Hundreds 

12. A) derive

B) frame

C) figure

D) consider

E) put



Q13. The announcement came at  a time (A) / when the 

fund allocation by the central government (B) / is been 

doubled regarding (C) / cultivation and farming (D) / No 

error (E).  

1. A 2. B 3. C 4. D 5. E



Q14. To grow cold waves conditions prevailing (A) / in the 

State, the government declared (B) / holidays in all the 

schools (C) / for a period of ten days (D) / No error (E).  

1. A 2. B 3. C 4. D 5. E



Q15. Asian users are (A) / most engaged with (B) /the 

social web than (C) / users in the west (D) / No error (E).

1. A 2. B 3. C 4. D 5. E



Q16. Even after so much years of independence (A) / 

woman in India continue to suffer (B) /socially as well as 

economically (C) /at different levels and in different forms 

(D) / No error (E).

1. A 2. B 3. C 4. D 5. E



Q17. The Hindi numbers --------- by the legitimate online 

music service providers indicate that a growing number of 

users are ---------- to buy music.

(1) labelled, ignoring

(2) touted, interested

(3) written, selling

(4) composed, willing

(5) obsessed, habituated



Q18. The university’s poll process for ----- of new 

candidate has ----- in a poor outcome as only ten people 

have applied for the post.   

(1) entrusting, seen

(2) admission, spread

(3) election, left

(4) election, results

(5) registration, resulted



Q19. Obesity and alcohol ----- together to ----- the risk of 

liver diseases in both men and women. 

(1) put, enhance

(2) mix, lower

(3) get, remove

(4) come, address

(5) act, augment



Q20. Teachers always say that it helps to do some -----

work before giving a/an ----- examination

(1) extra, scheduled

(2) smart, important

(3) rough, academic

(4) organised, final

(5) preparatory, competitive


